ConvDip: A convolutional neural network for better M/EEG Source Imaging
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Abstract

EEG and MEG are well-established non-invasive methods in neuroscientific research and clinical diagnostics. Both methods provide a high temporal but low spatial resolution of brain activity. In order to gain insight about the spatial dynamics of the EEG one has to solve the inverse problem, which means that more than one configuration of neural sources can evoke one and the same distribution of EEG activity on the scalp. A large number of approaches have been developed in the past to handle the inverse problem by creating more accurate and reliable solutions. Artificial neural networks have been previously used successfully to find either one or two dipoles sources. These approaches, however, have never solved the inverse problem in a distributed dipole model with more than two dipole sources. We present ConvDip, a novel convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture that solves the EEG inverse problem in a distributed dipole model based on simulated EEG data in a semi-supervised approach. We show that (1) ConvDip learned to produce inverse solutions from a single time point of EEG data and (2) outperforms state-of-the-art methods (eLORETA and LCMV beamforming) on all focused performance measures. (3) It is more flexible when dealing with varying number of sources, produces less ghost sources and misses less real sources than the comparison methods. (4) It produces plausible inverse solutions for real-world EEG recordings and needs less than 40 ms for a single forward pass. Our results qualify ConvDip as an efficient and easy-to-apply novel method for source localization in EEG and MEG data, with high relevance for clinical applications, e.g. in Epileptology and real time applications.

Introduction

The M/EEG and the inverse problem

Magneto- and Electroencephalography (M/EEG) are among the most used imaging techniques for noninvasive measurements of electromagnetic brain activity. Their main advantage over other methods (e.g. functional magnetic resonance imaging; fMRI) is the high temporal resolution, which comes at the cost of a considerably low spatial resolution (Luck (2014)). As a consequence, M/EEG was mainly used to study temporal brain dynamics at fine time scales. In the past decades, however, there has been a steady growth of interest in the neural sources underlying the EEG signal (Koles (1998), Pascual-Marqui (1999), Grech et al. (2008)). The non-invasive estimations of neural generators, based on their projections to the scalp electrodes/sensors, constitutes an inverse problem. Without further constraints it is ill posed because it lacks an unique solution, since multiple configurations of neural sources can produce identical topographies of electrical activity at the scalp (see e.g. Nunez and Srinivasan (2006)).

Invasive multimodal methods (e.g. using combined EEG and electrocorticogram) help to bridge the gap between scalp recordings and neural generators and thus in handling the inverse problem in this constellation. However, access to these methods is limited and the conclusions that can be drawn are constrained by various factors such as placement of the cortical electrodes or coverage of restricted brain areas that project to the scalp electrodes. Combined EEG-fMRI has also been shown as a useful tool in providing insight into the spatiotemporal dynamics of the EEG (Ritter and Villringer (2006)). However, the costs of this technique are considerably high and the relation between electromagnetic and metabolic dynamics is yet not fully understood.

Classical approaches to handle the inverse problem in the EEG

Introducing some constraints on the solution, one can solve the inverse problem or at least reduce the number of possible solutions. One approach is the single dipole model, which is based on the assumption that the source of a signal, measured with the EEG, can be modeled by a single (or sometimes few) dipole(s). A more physiologically realistic approach is the distributed dipole model in which activity is expected to extend over larger areas of the brain (as opposed to tiny dipoles). Distributed dipole models aim to find the 3D distribution of neural activity underlying the EEG measurement Pascual-Marqui et al. (1994). A distributed dipole model proposes that sources of the EEG are better modeled using hundreds to many thousand dipoles and therefore aim to find a distributed activity that can explain the EEG data. This model can be viewed opposed to single- to few-dipole models, which assume that EEG data can be sufficiently modeled using point sources. It was e.g. shown that independent component analysis can decompose the EEG data into
independent sources that are ‘dipolar’, i.e. they can be easily modeled using single or few dipoles (Delorme et al. (2012)).

A popular family of distributed dipole solutions is the Minimum Norm Estimates (MNE, e.g. Ioannides et al. (1990), Hämäläinen and Ilmoniemi (1994)), which aim to find the source configuration that minimizes the required power (i.e. neural energy) to generate a given potential at the scalp electrodes. Low Resolution Electromagnetic Tomography (LORETA) is a famous proponent of the MNE-family that assumes sources to be smoothly distributed (Pascual-Marqui et al. (1994)). In the most sophisticated version, exact LORETA (eLORETA, Pascual-Marqui (2007)) showed zero localization error when localizing single sources in simulated data, even in the presence of noise. Another family of inverse solutions is the beamforming approach. The linear constrained minimum variance (LCMV) beamforming approach is a spatial filter that assumes that neural sources are uncorrelated and in which portions of the data that don’t belong to the signal are suppressed (Van Veen et al. (1997)).

Artificial neural networks (ANN) inverse solutions

ANN based inverse solutions follow a data-driven approach to predict source locations from EEG data. A large number of simulated EEG data samples is used to train an ANN to correctly map electrode/sensor-space signals to source-space locations. Long training periods are usually required for an ANN to generalize beyond the training set. After successful training it is capable of predicting the coordinates and orientations of a dipole correctly, given only the measurements at the scalp electrodes without further priors (Zhang et al. (1998), Abeyratne et al. (2001)).

Robert et al. (2002) reviewed the literature on ANN-based methods to solve the inverse problem of single dipoles and found that all reports achieved localization errors of less than 5%. The low computation time and robustness to measurement noise was highlighted when compared to iterative approaches. However, iterative approaches were capable of achieving zero localization error in single-dipole simulations under zero-noise conditions (Hoey et al. (2000)).

In an effort to predict source locations of two dipoles, Yuasa et al. (1998) presented a feed-forward network with two hidden layers and achieved localization errors in a range between 3 – 9%. They found that if multiple simulated dipoles have a sufficient distance among each other the localization success of ANNs even for multiple simulated sources is equal to iterative approaches. Although ANNs as such gained popularity in the past two decades on other areas, the idea of ANN-based solutions to the inverse problem received little further attention.

Only very recently two studies about ANN-based solutions to the inverse problem have been published (to our best knowledge). Cui et al. (2019) showed that a neural network can be trained to reconstruct the position and time course of a single source using a long-short term memory recurrent neural network (LSTM) architecture (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber (1997)). LSTMs allow to not only use single time instances of (e.g. EEG-) data but instead learn from temporally lagged information.

Albeit it was only tested on single dipoles, this approach could be the next big step towards a spatiotemporal reconstruction of neural activity from scalp potentials. Tankelevich (2019) showed that a deep feed forward network can find the correct set of source clusters that produced a given scalp signal. To our knowledge this was the first ANN approach to calculate distributed dipole solutions.

In the very recent years, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have proven to be a useful tool in a steadily increasing number of domains, like image classification (Krizhevsky et al. (2012)), sentence classification (Kim (2014)) and decoding of single trial EEG (Schirrmeister et al. (2017)) etc. CNNs are capable of learning patterns in data with a preserved temporal (e.g. time sequences) or spatial (e.g. images) structure by optimizing filter kernels that are convolved with a given input. Two famous CNNs are AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al. (2012)) and VGG16 (Simonyan and Zisserman (2014)), that won the ImageNet classification competition in 2012 and 2014, respectively.

In the current study we explored the feasibility of CNNs to solve the EEG inverse problem. Specifically, we constructed a CNN, named ConvDip, that is capable of detecting multiple sources using training data with biologically plausible constraints. ConvDip solves the EEG inverse problem using a distributed dipole

---

2We use the expression iterative for methods that iteratively estimate an inverse solution, such as MNE, eLORETA or LCMV beamforming. Although, conceptually, ANNs are iterative (as opposed to analytical), they do not require iterative processing once they are trained.
solution in a data-driven approach. ConvDip was trained to work on single time-instances of EEG data and predicts the position of sources from potentials measured with scalp electrodes.

A key factor for the development of ConvDip is the simulation of EEG data using a forward model. This data is used to train the network to predict neural sources in the brain. It turned out that the parameters chosen for the EEG simulation are critical constrain the solution space of the neural network. For example, a neural network that was trained to reconstruct single dipoles, can only find point sources even if it will be fed by electroencephalographic data of smoothly distributed sources. This shows that the assumptions about the origin of the M/EEG will be incorporated into the implicit knowledge of the ANN. For the simulation of our EEG training data we thus incorporated the properties of brain-electric activity underlying the EEG based on physiological findings from both in-vivo and in-vitro studies (Nunez and Srinivasan (2006)).

In the present study we simulated sources of brain activity, calculated EEG scalp distributions thereof and trained ConvDip to infer the originally designed sources from scalp activity. After training we simulated a new set of sources and used them to compare the performance of ConvDip with two state of the art inverse solutions: eLORETA and LCMV beamformer. We demonstrate how data-driven approaches provide unique opportunities regarding the choice of assumed brain-electric activity, increased accuracy on multiple measures and rapid computation times suitable for real-time applications. We further provide a perspective on future developments of ANN-based inverse solutions.

**Methods**

*Training Data – simulations of sources and EEG*

We simulated 100,000 independent samples of brain activity. These samples were projected forward through the leadfield $K$ which produces EEG-like data, similar to those one would have measured given the brain-electric distribution of activity. In the following we describe the detailed settings for these simulations.

*Number of sources*

For each simulated data sample the number of active sources was chosen randomly between 1 and 5. During exploratory runs it was observed that the CNN can quickly learn to reconstruct a single source, whereas higher numbers of sources were more difficult to learn. Therefore, sampling weights for the number of source between 1 and 5 were 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30%. This means that only 10% of all source simulations contained a single source, whereas 30% of all simulations contained 5 sources. In other words: The more difficult the data situation (e.g. more sources), the more training samples were given. This strategy turned out to successfully aid the training process.

*Size of sources*

The origin of the EEG signal stems from large scale synchronized neuronal activity and is therefore highly correlated with local field potentials (LFPs, Cohen (2017)). In order to detect a cortical signal at the scalp it needs synchronized activity of neurons within a large cortical area of approximately 6cm² (Nunez and Srinivasan (2006)). We therefore decided to simulate sources in the range of 25 mm to 35 mm diameter (i.e. between approximate square roots of 5 and 6). No constraint concerning overlapping sources was set in the simulation, wherefore simulations could contain larger sources of two or more overlapping source patches. The orientation of dipoles was set to be orthogonal to the cortical surface, which is in accordance to the orientation of the large pyramidal cells in the human cortex.

*Noise*

In order to generate realistic training data we added random Gaussian noise to the EEG simulations, targeting a SNR between 6 and 9 dB. These values are based on signal-to-noise estimations from own EEG data.

*EEG simulation*

We based our simulation on 32 scalp electrodes according to the 10-20 system (FP1, FP2, F7, F3, Fz, F4, F8, FC5, FC1, FC2, FC6, T7, C3, Cz, C4, T8, TP9, CP5, CP1, CP2, CP6, TP10, P7, P3, Pz, P4, P8, PO9,
O1, Oz, O2, PO10). Source activity was projected through a leadfield $K$, which serves as a transformation matrix between source-space data and electrode-/sensor-space data. This leadfield was generated using a three shell boundary element method (BEM) head model, which describes different conductivities for the brain, skull and scalp tissue for realistic modeling of brain activity. Our template brain was based on an average cortical surface model (Fischl et al. (1999)) as provided by the Freesurfer image analysis suite (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/). Source positioning was restricted to gray matter only to add a simple biological constraint that reduces the search space. Furthermore, orientation of the resulting dipole sheets was restricted to be orthogonal to the cortex surface. The forward-projected scalp potentials were re-referenced to common average.

Convolutional neural network

I/O of ConvDip

The spatial structure of the EEG electrodes data was preserved as a low-resolution scalp map. In order to obtain a simplistic, representation of the scalp map they were re-shaped into a 7x11 matrix that kept the spatial relation between electrodes. Missing values within this scalp matrix were inpainted (Damelin and Hoang (2018)) using the scikit-image library for Python. These low-resolution scalp maps were used as input for ConvDip (see Appendix 1 left column for an example).

ConvDip architecture

The design and training of the neural network was accomplished using the Tensorflow (Abadi et al. (2016)) and Keras (Chollet et al. (2015)) libraries, which are based on Python 3. Training was partially accomplished on a Nvidia Titan V graphical processing unit (GPU).

![ConvDip architecture](http://alexlenail.me/NN-SVG/)

Figure 1: ConvDip architecture. The input layer is a 7x11 matrix, corresponding to a single low-resolution scalp map of EEG data (see Appendix A for an example). The convolution block consists of three convolutional layers, each of which uses 8 convolution kernels of size 3x3. The convolution block is followed by a fully-connected block consisting of three layers of 2050 neurons each. Finally, the output layer contains 5124 neurons, which correspond to the voxels in the brain. (This diagram was created using a web application at http://alexlenail.me/NN-SVG/).

The architecture of ConvDip (Fig. 1) is inspired by CNNs for image classification, in which the input layer is forwarded to a series of convolutional layers followed by a series of fully-connected layers followed by the output layer (e.g. AlexNet; Krizhevsky et al. (2012)). Convolution layers from typical CNNs are followed by pooling layers to reduce dimensionality and to promote invariance to an object’s position. In ConvDip (Fig. 1), however, no pooling layers were used since spatial information would get lost or at least blurred.
While invariance to the position of an object is desirable in image classification tasks (what-task), it would be detrimental in the case of source localization problems (where-task). Finally, we decided for a moderately deep architecture with a convolution block of three convolution layers followed by a fully-connected block with three fully-connected layers (Fig. 1).

We decided to use Rectified Linear Units (ReLUs) as activation functions after each layer (Glorot et al. (2011), Nair and Hinton (2010)). ReLUs have shown to exhibit the best performance in our preliminary tests compared to alternatives (e.g. sigmoid function). After each of the inner layers we added a batch normalization layer (Ioffe and Szegedy (2015)) in order to speed up training and to reduce internal covariance shifts. In an effort to reduce overfitting we used the method ‘dropout’ (Srivastava et al. (2014)) with a rate of 25% after each fully connected layer. In the current version of ConvDip the output layer consists of 5124 neurons, which equals the number of voxels in the modeled brain. ReLU activation functions were used in the output layer. Typical CNNs use linear activation functions for regression tasks. However, since predictions are by definition non-negative in our application, ReLUs appeared to us as an appropriate alternative.

As a solver (i.e. an algorithm that backpropagates the error after each batch into the network) we used adaptive momentum estimation (ADAM, Kingma and Ba (2014)) with settings as suggested by the authors (learning rate = 0.001, $\beta_1 = 0.9$, $\beta_2 = 0.999$, $\epsilon = 10^{-8}$).

As the loss function $L_{\text{total}}$ we decided for a hybrid of source-space loss $L_{\text{source}}$ and sensor-space loss $L_{\text{sensor}}$. The source-space loss penalizes errors in the prediction of the sources. Sensor-space loss penalizes un-plausible sources that, when projected forward to the scalp electrodes, should closely resemble the initial input. The total loss was calculated as follows:

$$L_{\text{total}} = w_1 \cdot L_{\text{source}} + L_{\text{sensor}},$$

where $w_1$ denotes a weighting factor to balance the two losses.

Source-space loss was implemented as the normalized and weighted mean squared error (nwMSE) between prediction and target sources.

First, target source $y$ and predicted source $\hat{y}$ are normalized:

$$z = \frac{y}{\max(|y|)}$$
$$\hat{z} = \frac{\hat{y}}{\max(|\hat{y}|)}$$

The rationale for this is to yield predictions of correct source locations while neglecting the absolute strength of sources. Then, the source-space loss was calculated as the weighted mean squared error between these normalized vectors:

$$L_{\text{source}} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \begin{cases} (z_i - \hat{z}_i)^2, & \text{if } z_i \neq 0 \\ w_2 \cdot (z_i - \hat{z}_i)^2, & \text{if } z_i = 0 \end{cases}$$

where $w_2$ denotes a weighting factor that penalizes false-positives and $n$ is the number of voxels in the head model.

Sensor-space loss was implemented to assure that the predictions of ConvDip represent brain-electric activity that, when projected to the scalp electrodes, resembles the spatial distribution of the original input. Therefore, this loss incentivizes plausibility of the inverse solution. Sensor-space loss was calculated as follows:

$$L_{\text{sensor}} = 1 - \rho(x, \hat{x}),$$

where $\rho$ denotes the Pearson correlation, $x$ is a vector containing the input EEG data and $\hat{x}$ is the forward
projection of the prediction $\hat{y}$ of the sources through the leadfield $K$:

$$\hat{x} = (\hat{x}_1, \hat{x}_2, \ldots, \hat{x}_m),$$

$$\hat{x}_j = \sum_{j=1}^{m} D_{i,j}$$

$$D = \hat{y} \cdot K$$

where $m$ denotes the number of electrodes in the data.

We chose $w_1 = 50$ since this yielded good results in prior experiments and $w_2 = 10$ to reduce false-positive predictions (ghost sources).

**Training**

The simulated data was split into a training (80%) and validation (20%) set. The validation set was only used to monitor the networks’ ability to generalize during training. For further evaluation of the trained ConvDip we simulated 1,000 additional samples (the ‘evaluation set’) for which no sample weighting for the number of sources was used. Notice, that all results presented here are based on the evaluation set only.

As mentioned above, ConvDip predicts source locations without correct global scaling (see also 2). In order to obtain the true amplitude of the sources we used Brent’s method (Brent 1971) to find a scalar $\hat{s}$ that minimizes the mean squared error between the forward-projected prediction $\hat{x}$ and the unscaled input vector $x$:

$$\hat{s} = \arg \min_s \frac{1}{m} \sum_{j=1}^{m} (\hat{x}_{\text{scaled}, j} \cdot s) - x_j$$

This scalar $\hat{s}$ can then be used to scale the prediction.

**Implementation of eLORETA & LCMV**

In order to compare our approach to eLORETA and LCMV beamformer, sources were calculated from the EEG samples in the evaluation set. Inverse solutions based on eLORETA and LCMV were carried out by the implementations in the Python library MNE (v 19). Each inverse solution was subjected to each sample of the evaluation set.

However, eLORETA and LCMV beamformer can’t work properly with single time instances of EEG data. Both inverse solutions rely strongly on an estimation of the noise covariance matrix, which requires a noise interval and a signal interval. Thus, we simulated 100 trials of neural activity; each spanning 400 data points. The single trials were created by adding random Gaussian noise to the pure signal of the sample such that the averaged event-related potential contained exactly the amount of noise that was subjected to ConvDip. Each trial therefore contained a section (200 data points) of just Gaussian noise and 200 subsequent data points containing noise-contaminated signal. The first section was used for the estimation of the noise covariance matrix and followed by a signal section that was used for the actual estimation of the sources. The whole simulated epoch was re-referenced to common average and baseline corrected.

It was impossible to refrain from this noise covariance estimation since the resulting inverse solutions would have underperformed heavily if only a single data point would have been available. Noise estimation would have been impossible in this case.

For eLORETA we chose the regularization parameter $\lambda_2$ as the squared relative noise level, whereas for LCMV we chose the default regularization for the whitened data covariance at $\text{reg} = 0.05$. In both inverse algorithms we restricted solutions at fixed dipole orientations, which is in accordance with the forward model used for the simulations. For LCMV we chose to calculate the neural activity index which weighs the predicted sources by the estimated SNR (Van Veen et al. 1997)). Note, that eLORETA and LCMV beamformer can make use of substantially more information about the noise floor in the EEG than current version of ConvDip.
Performance metrics

We calculated a number of performance metrics to assess the quality of an inverse solution:

1) **Variance explained**: The variance explained in the input EEG data by the forward-projected EEG of the respective inverse solution. We calculated the squared Pearson correlation coefficient between the original scalp EEG data and the forward projected prediction. This metric reflects how well the measured signal at the scalp is reflected by the forward projection of the predicted sources.

2) **Mean localization error (MLE)**: The Euclidean distance between the locations of the predicted source maximum and the target source maximum is a common measure of inverse solution accuracy. Centroids of source clusters were identified via mean shift cluster analysis (Comaniciu and Meer (2002)) as implemented in the scikit-learn library for Python. Since the extent of sources is neglected with the MLE metric it is an estimate of local similarity. Localization errors larger than 30 mm were considered as missed sources.

3) **Normalized mean squared error (nMSE)**: Both, target and prediction, are normalized to have a maximum value of 1 before calculating the mean squared error. nMSE is a measure of global similarity and represents how well the prediction matches the target voxel-wise.

4) **Proportion of ghost sources**: A ghost source is a predicted source that is at least 30 mm misplaced to any true source. We calculated the proportion of samples that contain at least one ghost source. Ghost sources can be interpreted as false positives.

5) **Number of missed sources**: A source in the target volume that has no predicted source in the vicinity of 30 mm. The proportion of in which at least one source was missed was calculated. Missed sources can be interpreted as false-negatives.

In an effort to investigate the factors that lead to bad predictions, we calculated the Pearson correlation coefficient \( r \) between performance measures (nMSE and MLE) of all inverse solutions and a) the number, b) average depth of target sources, and c) the signal to noise ratio.

Results

In this section we evaluate the performance of ConvDip and compare it to two state-of-the-art inverse solutions, namely eLORETA and LCMV beamformer. Note that the evaluation set used for the performance measures was not used in the training phase of ConvDip; hence it is unknown to the model.

Variance explained

The following metric depicts the variance explained at sensor level by the predicted sources. Since the SNR at the simulated EEG samples was variable between 6 and 9 dB, the variance explained by a given inverse solution is optimally between 75 and 87 % (1 – relative noise level), depending on the actual noise level of a given sample. In Fig. 2 the explained variance is shown for each inverse solution approach and number of present sources, separately. The beamforming approach and eLORETA explain systematically less variance of the EEG signal than required, which has been discussed already (Friston et al. (2008)). ConvDip, on the other extreme, produces inverse solutions that explain more variance of the data than the signal had produced, i.e. ConvDip falsely interprets parts of the added Gaussian noise as signal.

ConvDip found inverse solutions that explained significantly more variance in the data than LCMV beamformer (\( M = 0.42, t = 31.92, p < 0.001 \)) and eLORETA (\( M = 0.39, t = 30.99, p < 0.001 \)). Further, eLORETA produced inverse solutions that explained slightly more variance than LCMV (\( M = 0.03, t = 2.47, p < 0.05 \)).
Figure 2: Variance explained by the predicted source projected to the scalp. Horizontal line (at 81 %) denotes proportion of signal as modeled in the artificial EEG samples. Central white lines show medians, boxes span the inter-quartile ranges and whiskers span over the central 95% of the data. ConvDip explains significantly more variance than the other two methods, regardless of the number of sources.

Mean localization error

Fig 3 shows the MLE as a function of the number of present sources. ConvDip shows substantially lower localization errors than both eLORETA ($M = 10.41, t = 28.53, p < 0.001$) and LCMV beamformer ($M = 3.67, t = 11.79, p < 0.001$), regardless of how many sources are present in the target (Fig. 3). Notably, LCMV beamformer yields lower localization errors compared to eLORETA ($M = 6.75, t = 19.00, p < 0.001$).

Normalized mean squared error

The normalized mean squared error (nMSE) provides a measure of global dissimilarity. ConvDip achieved lowest nMSE regardless of the number of sources present. This result indicates, that the ConvDip neural network learned to be flexible concerning the number and extent of the target sources during the training phase (Fig. 4). In particular, ConvDip achieved significantly lower nMSE compared to LCMV ($M = 0.15, t = 38.50, p < 0.001$) and eLORETA ($M = 0.07, t = 15.20, p < 0.001$).

Numbers of missed sources and ghost sources

Figs. 5 and 6 show the proportion of samples that contain missed and ghost sources. On average, ConvDip is capable of reconstructing more sources than LCMV ($M = 0.76, t = 10.05, p < 0.001$) and eLORETA ($M = 1.13, t = 15.13, p < 0.001$). LCMV, in turn, is capable of reconstructing slightly more sources than eLORETA ($M = 0.37, t = 4.77, p < 0.001$). Both LCMV and ConvDip produce considerably less ghost sources than eLORETA (ConvDip: $M = 1.34, t = 28.73, p < 0.001$; LCMV: $M = 1.23, t = 26.84, p < 0.001$). ConvDip yields slightly fewer ghost sources compared to LCMV beamforming ($M = 0.11, t = 3.27, p < 0.05$). These results are remarkable since eLORETA and LCMV inverse solutions use a noise covariance matrix based on 100 trials of neural activity to ensure a proper regularization of the inverse solution, but nevertheless ConvDip makes a more accurate prediction on a single time instance of EEG already.

Covariates of source reconstruction success

In this section we evaluate the determinants of source reconstruction errors. The influence of (1) the number of present sources, (2) depth of sources in the brain and (3) the relative noise level were evaluated separately.
Figure 3: Mean localization error as a function of the number of target sources. Central white lines show medians, boxes span the inter-quartile ranges and whiskers span over the central 95% of the data. ConvDip shows substantially less localization errors than the other two methods, except when only a single source is present, where it is comparable to LCMV and more accurate than eLORETA.

Figure 4: Normalized mean squared error for each inverse solution and for different numbers of sources. Central white lines show medians, boxes span the inter-quartile ranges and whiskers span over the central 95% of the data. ConvDip produces significantly less normalized mean squared errors than the other two methods.
Figure 5: Proportion of samples containing missed sources.

Figure 6: Proportion of samples containing ghost sources.
for each of the focused inverse solution methods in the following way: We calculated for each of the three factors separately Pearson correlation coefficients with the MLE (local similarity) and with nMSE (global similarity) across the samples in the evaluation set. Results are shown in Tab 1.

We found that the strongest predictors of EEG source localization errors for eLORETA and LCMV are the average depth and the number of sources in the target. Interestingly, noise does not play a significant role for these measures and only a weak role for ConvDip.

The strongest predictor of inverse solution errors when using ConvDip is the number of present sources. The correlation coefficient $r^2$ shows that 39.69% of the nMSE in ConvDip can be explained by an elevated number of sources in the target, whereas only 10.24% are explained by the average depth of target sources.

The inverse solution success of LCMV beamformer and eLORETA are also strongly influenced by the number of sources (21.16 - 17.64%), albeit substantially less than ConvDip. These analyses show that ConvDip yields overall substantially lower nMSE. However, beyond the overall better performance, the errors produced by ConvDip are more directly influenced by physical boundaries (such as the attenuation of source signal strength over distance or the mixing of various sources) which in general renders any inverse solution calculation highly difficult.

**Table 1: Covariates of source reconstruction success. Values express the Pearson correlation coefficient $r$. MLE: mean localization error, nMSE: normalized Mean Squared Error. * $< 0.05$, ** $< 0.01$, *** $< 0.001$.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inverse Solution</th>
<th>Number of sources</th>
<th>Source depth</th>
<th>Noise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MLE nMSE</td>
<td>MLE nMSE</td>
<td>MLE nMSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConvDip</td>
<td>0.12**</td>
<td>0.63***</td>
<td>-0.20**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCMV</td>
<td>0.42***</td>
<td>0.46***</td>
<td>-0.14*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eLORETA</td>
<td>0.10**</td>
<td>0.42***</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussion**

**Overview**

The M/EEG is a widely used technique to study in vivo neurophysiology at a temporal resolution on which neural processes occur. The spatial resolution of non invasive measures, however, is strongly limited due to the highly underdetermined problem when using scalp electrodes/ sensors. While the relationship between electromagnetic brain activity and its projection to scalp electrodes is unique, inferring the sources of activity from scalp signals is not. This missing injectivity constitutes an ill-posed inverse problem.

In this study we present ConvDip, a convolutional neural network that has been designed to solve the inverse problem of the M/EEG in a distributed dipole model. ConvDip was successfully trained to infer physiologically plausible inverse solutions based on single time-instances of (simulated) EEG data. Exemplary inverse solutions of a simulated sample and real data sample can be found in Appendix A and B, respectively.

**General discussion of results**

**Computation speed**

As already pointed out by Sclabassi et al. (2001), ANNs naturally yield faster inverse solutions than iterative methods. On our workstation (CPU: Intel i9 9900K, GPU: Nvidia Titan V, 64 Gb RAM) one forward pass of ConvDip took on average 26.07 ms. When all necessary preprocessing steps (such as rereferencing, scaling and interpolation to 2-D scalp maps) are taken into account we reached 38.37 ms of computation time on average. These short computation times are at a distinct advantage of using ANNs over iterative methods, e.g. in real-time applications as in neurofeedback experiments or in the development of brain-computer interfaces. When comparing our approach to the existing literature on ANN-based inverse solutions, we can now confirm that an ANN not only provides competitively accurate single dipole locations but also a distributed dipole model of the brain-electric activity, taking into account more than one dipole. This can be attributed mostly to the rapid developments in the machine learning domain such as the introduction
of convolutional layers (LeCun and Bengio (1995)) and the improvements of graphical processing units that render the training of large ANNs possible in acceptable time.

**Scalp variance explained**

We used multiple measures to evaluate different aspects of the performance of ConvDip and to establish a fair comparison to alternative inverse solutions. The first measure of choice was the EEG variance if the forward projection explained by the inverse solution (Fig. 2). This measure aids as a plausibility check for the inverse solution in general since the input EEG signal should be reflected in the forward projection of the inverse solution. The maximal value of explained variance of the simulated data we used was calculated at 81 %, given our simulated signal to noise ratio.

It became evident that ConvDip explained on average more variance than produced by the source signals, whereas eLORETA and LCMV beamformer explained consistently less variance. Hence, ConvDip produces more liberal inverse solutions, whereas eLORETA and LCMV produce more conservative estimates.

We assume that ConvDip’s behavior can be attributed to the training procedure in which we introduced the sensor-space loss. By calculating the loss between forward projected predictions and the input EEG (including simulated noise), liberal source reconstructions were incentivized. This problem should be addressed in the future to build models, that may be more robust to noise. Nevertheless, ConvDip was significantly closer to the optimal explained variance than both alternative inverse solutions and therefore shows its capability to produce plausible inverse solutions.

**Mean localization error**

For single sources the localization error of ConvDip was comparable to the error produced by the beamforming approach, and clearly better than the eLORETA approach. However, increasing the number of sources up to five, ConvDip shows an overall lower MLE compared to eLORETA and LCMV beamformer (Fig. 3).

**Normalized mean squared error**

During our validation of the performance we found that ConvDip produced lower nMSE compared to the two state-of-the-art methods of comparison (Fig. 4). The nMSE reflects not only the capability to produce a plausible inverse solution but also that the general topology of sources in the simulations are well reflected in the inverse solutions yielded by ConvDip. However, given how we simulated our artificial EEG data, at this point ConvDip is put at an ‘unfair advantage’ over any other inverse solution where the nature of brain-electric signals is assumed to be different, e.g. in the smoothness assumption of LORETA-like inverse solutions or in sparse inverse solutions such as MxNE (Gramfort et al. (2012)). For example, in a world where brain signals exhibit exactly the shape and smoothness as LORETA-like solutions assume, LORETA would be the best choice to reconstruct them. However, the underlying assumptions have shown to be incomplete (Nunez and Srinivasan (2006)) - an aspect that we took into account when modeling the artificial EEG data. In summary, the advantage of ConvDip regarding nMSE partially reflects the different assumptions underlying the EEG signal. And it may be a matter of debate, which assumption is closest to the brain’s reality.

**Missed & ghost sources**

ConvDip is capable to discover significantly more true active sources and at the same time shows an even lower false-positive rate than eLORETA and LCMV (Fig. 5, 6). This renders ConvDip a valuable tool for EEG source imaging in *in-vivo* neuroscientific research as it might help to recover a more accurate and nuanced picture of the neural networks underlying EEG recordings.

A special situation is the identification of a single source, which is highly important e.g. in pre-surgical epileptic diagnostic. The current version of ConvDip does not show higher capabilities than LCMV beamforming for this case with respect to missed and ghost sources (Fig. 3 and 5). For such specific cases it might be advantageous to train a specific ConvDip variant with a training set specifically adjusted towards this task. Specifically, one could design a training set for ConvDip that contains only single sources of certain spatial extent to more reliably locate epileptic foci.
During development of ConvDip it became evident that the rate of ghost versus missed sources can be directly controlled by the loss function in the training phase of the artificial neural network (see 1 and 2). Further investigations into ANN-based inverse solutions should focus on tweaking these weights $w_1$ and $w_2$ depending on the task at hand. For clinically relevant data (e.g. recordings of epileptic seizures) it might be more important to minimize the false-positive rate by penalizing false non-zero predictions more.

Causes of EEG inverse solution errors

We identified the driving forces of source reconstruction success and demonstrated how the number of present sources, noise and depth of sources in the brain are critical determinants of localization errors and global similarity between predicted and target sources. It was evident that the global similarity of the inverse solutions yielded by ConvDip were more severely influenced by the overall difficulty of the samples (SNR, depth of sources in the brain, number of sources) compared to the two classical approaches. In total, 50.42\% of the nMSE in ConvDip inverse solutions was explained by these factors, as presented in Table 1, compared to 41.41\% in eLORETA and 29.82\% in LCMV beamforming.

We conclude that ConvDip supersedes the other tested inverse solutions in all measures we focused on. Further, ConvDip seems to cover a larger range of possible neural source configurations and seems to become only limited by physical and related mathematical limitations given by the nature of EEG data.

Perspectives for improvement

While increasing the number of sources reasonably increases the inverse problem, the susceptibility to elevated noise levels should be tackled in the future development of the neural network approach to the EEG inverse problem. Notably, the present version of ConvDip is trained on single time instances of EEG data. From a single EEG data point it is, however, not possible to estimate a baseline of activity. As a consequence, such a baseline has not yet been taken into account in ConvDip, which leaves space for improvement regarding a more regularized solution. In contrast, LCMV and eLORETA explicitly make use of a noise covariance matrix which is used to regularize the inverse solution. Data augmentation that involves varying noise levels for the same samples might be a first step for more robustness to noise levels. Further, progress may be made by extending the input of ConvDip to an EEG time series to allow the neural network to learn noise and signal patterns. Possible further advances could be made by preserving the 3D structure of the output space by, instead of flattening the voxel data into a 1D vector. This can be realized using a deconvolutional neural network for 2D-3D projections (Lin et al. (2018)) or by using spatiotemporal information with a LSTM network (Cui et al. (2019)).

Limitations

Realistic simulations

The simulation of EEG data in this study was based on basic assumptions on the number and distribution of electromagnetic brain signals as described by Nunez and Srinivasan (2006). The validity of predictions of any inverse solution is only granted if the assumptions on the origin of the EEG signal are correct. This is indeed one of the critical challenges towards realistic inverse solutions in general, both for data-driven inverse solutions (such as ConvDip) as well as iterative inverse solutions with physiological constraints (e.g. eLORETA). Therefore, when interpreting the applicability of ConvDip to real data, it is important to specify and justify these assumptions. We show that the knowledge about brain-electric activity underlying EEG signals can be seamlessly integrated into the training data for an ANN to calculate inverse solutions. However, it is evident from the present work, how critical the particular choice of parameters is with respect to the performance, as ConvDip produces solutions that closely resemble the training samples (see supplementary Material, Fig. 7).

An important observation in real EEG data is the inter-individual variability, which is in part a direct result of individual brain anatomies. It is thus advised to collect anatomical MRI brain scans of each individual subject. Individual neural networks then need to be trained based on each subjects’ individual anatomy provided by the MRI data. This may help to achieve accurate group-study source estimations. A next step of ANN based inverse solutions could include anatomical information in the training process.
such that individual anatomical properties (e.g. conductivity, folding of gyri and sulci) can be used to guide inference. Another option is an inter-individual transfer learning approach, where ConvDip is trained on one subjects’ anatomy and fine-tuned for each additional subject with new training data of the individual anatomies. Fine tuning could be achieved by replacing the output-layer, lowering the learning rate and retraining for only few epochs.

**Computational costs**

Although the availability of high-performing hardware resources (e.g. high performing graphic cards) is growing rapidly, the training of the presented neural network architecture requires a considerable amount of processing power and processing time. The version of ConvDip shown in this work required ~1.5 hours of training using a NVIDIA Titan V graphical processing unit. Improving the architecture of ConvDip for shorter training time is an important task for future research, especially when individualized models are required. Limiting the solution space to fewer voxels may be one way to decrease the computation time since most trainable parameters are located at the final fully-connected layers.

Another computationally expensive processing step is the generation of realistic artificial training data. In this study, we projected neural activity using a three-layer BEM head model. Generating 100,000 simulations of neural activity took 12 minutes using a PC with CPU @ 4x4.3GHz, 16 GB of RAM and a NVIDIA Titan V. Software that enables EEG researchers to perform physiologically realistic simulations of neural activity for their own ConvDip application is available from different resources, e.g. functions provided by the MNE library in Python (Gramfort et al. (2014)).

**Outlook**

We showed that ConvDip, a deep CNN, is capable of solving the inverse problem using a distributed dipole solution. The association between single time points of EEG measurements and underlying source distributions can be learned and used to predict plausible inverse solutions. These inverse solutions were furthermore shown to globally reflect the topology of the brain-electric activity given by the training data.

Predictions yielded from ConvDip exceed the performance of the LCMV beamformer and eLORETA on all focused measures. Further, the application of ConvDip to real EEG data yields reasonable results. The fully trained ConvDip requires only little computational costs of 38 ms, which makes it a promising tool for real-time applications where only single time points of EEG data are available.

We want to emphasize the importance of realistic simulations of real neural activity that can be measured by M/EEG. Although some knowledge about the generation of scalp potentials was implemented in our EEG simulations, including more physiological constraints can further reduce the complexity of the inverse problem. One example is the estimation of cortical column orientation (Bonaiuto et al. (2019)) or the incorporation of empirical knowledge about region-specific activity from in-vivo (e.g. electrocorticogram) studies. Taking into account these additional aspects may further improve ConvDip’s performance.

The current ConvDip version was based on single time points of artificial EEG data. Exploiting temporal aspects of brain dynamics may provide additional valuable information and predictive power that may further refine future ConvDip versions.

**Appendix**

* A: Simulated sample
* B: Real sample
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Figure 7: Inverse solutions of one exemplary sample of simulated data. Top Row: Simulated brain activity (right) and corresponding scalp map + added gaussian noise (left). Below top row: Brain plots of inverse solutions and respective scalp maps (forward projection) are shown for ConvDip, LCMV beamformer and eLORETA.
Figure 8: Exemplary inverse solution of real data. Visually evoked potential of face stimulus at 150 ms post-stimulus of one person. Left: Simplistic low-resolution matrix representations of scalp map of real ERP data. Top row: Scalp map of real ERP data as input image for the different inverse solutions (ConvDip, eLORETA and LCMV beamformer). Second to fourth row: Estimated sources in the brain, calculated by the different inverse solution methods (middle and right column) and the forward projections of these solutions to the scalp (left column).
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